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Back in stride
Athletic program
getting back on it's
feet.
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Historic release
Prairie View students, faculty and staff celebrate release of Nelson Mandela from prison
By Kerri Marshall

Lifestyles Editor

Members of the African Student Association, Pi Sigma
Alpha Political Science Honor
Society, faculty and community members marched in celebration of the release of
South African civil rights leader, Nelson Mandela.
Mandela was charged with
trea on by the South African
go ernment and sentenced to
prison in 1962.
Nakazi Ntlabati, a South African and president of the African Student Association, said
in the program that followed
the march that Mandela only
wanted a democratic and free
society in which all persons
could live together, everywhere in harmony, with equal
opportunity.
She then asked other South
African students to join her in
singing the South African nat-

ional anthem.
Today in South Africa, 33
million people live there but
only 15% possess full rights of
citizenship. These have been
reserved for the 4.8 million
white South Africans.
"Because of the color of their
skin, more than 28 million
South Africans effectively
have no political power and
are subject to controls which
restrict where they are born,
where they can live, where
they can attend school, where
they are employed and where
they are buried after they die,"
stated Ntlabati.
Dr. Mack Jones, head of the
Political and Social Science
Department, praised the African National Council (ANC)
saying that they had realized
the need of the South African
people to be free.
Jones credited the student
uprising in Soweto l0years ago
for the long overdue release of
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Black History editorial, PAGE 14
Black History article - What took
place in February at PV, PAGE 12

Mandela. Those students set in
motion a process that made the
white rulers of South Africa
tremble.
He added that the release of
Mandela was not an act of
statesmanship, however, "it is
an act of folk who know their
time is over and are trying to
ge the best deal
t ey n."
Dr. Imari A Obadele, associate professor of Political and
Social Science, also spoke. He
said that we as a people should
lift up Nelson Mandela and
then, we too, shall be lifted up.
President of Prairie View
A&M, Julius w. Becton, said
"We are celebrating Mandela's
release simply because (we all)
need to be free."

Members of the Prairie View A&M University African Student
Association join together in singing the South Mrican National
Anthem in a celebration of the release of South Mrican civil and
human rights leader Nelson Mandela. Speakers told the crowd tha&
this is the beginning of&he end for apartheid in South Mrica, where
political power and social autonomy are denied to blacks.

Other spea· ers at the event
were Amadu Sirleai and Ron .,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Leverett, mayor ofPrairie View

Greeks meet to change pledging process
By Kevin Lyons

Editor-in-Chief

In a historical step, leaders
of eight National Black GreekLetter organizations met in St.
Louis recently, and agreed to
unify their membership intake
process by eliminating pledging.
According to Dr. Moses Norman, National President of
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.,
there will be some modifications in the initiation process
pending review and ratification of the Black Greek-letter
organizations.

"These modifications of the
membership intake include
the elimination of plegding
(walking in lines, mental humility, etc.) in any form," stated
Norman.
"We will now be taking a
closer look at the individual up
front," stated James Mitchell,
who is a member of the Grand
Board of Directors of Kappa
Alpha Psi. "More emphasis
will be put on ?ne's acade~i~s
and extracurricular capab1hties, and less o~ how m~ch
mental or physical anguish
that person can take."
According to Mitchell, who is

also a past regional director
for Kappa Alpha Psi, the initiation process will only be about
two weeks, thus limiting the
amount of time that a perso:i
could possibly be away from
their books.
"If anything, an individual's
grades should get better :.s
they are initiated into a fraternity or sorority," Mitchell explained.
In the past when fraternities and sororities actions were
regulated by university officials in the form of suspensions or probations, some
greek organizations allegedly

pledged individuals under- validity of a person initiated
ground. Now with this new law into a greek organization
about to go into effect, there is without going through the
some question as to whether traditional pledging process.
pledging will go on anyway.
Mitchell feels that the initiated
"An individual who pledges individual will be as greek as
underground places them- anyone else.
selves at a great disadvantage "We need to learn the true
because there are no pledging meaning of brotherhood," said
guidelines," said Mitchell. Mitchell, "we don't beat on our
"People that decide to pledge own brothers and sisters to get
underground will not be them to love us. I am a devout
recognized nation or univer- Christian, and nobody beat me
sity-wide. They will only be to get me to love Christ. So I
recognized by their own organ- feel that no one has to be beat to
ization."
get them to love Kappa Alpha
There are also some ques- Psi, or- any other greek organtions being raised as to the 1zation."
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BRIEFLY
ENTERTAINMENT

The 1990 Miss Prairie View A&M University Scholarship Pageant
will be held tomorrow in at 7:00 p.m. in the University Fieldhouse.

The contestants are as follows: Bottom row, from left to right: Marlo
Carmon, Mia Von Cogell, Sherrie Young, and Sharron Reed. Top
row, from left: Caroline Jones, Charisse Galloway, Janetta Conner,
Hermena Anderson, and Jolie McKee!. The winner will officially
be crowned as Miss Prairie View during the homecoming celebrations set for Fall '90.

NEWS
v.,i,.\~ Gumnal.-. Soc\11.\ and ~-rvke 01'%ani.'l.a\ion s\)onsored

an all-day recruitment program with Procter & Gamble last week for
students in the College of Engineering. Procter and Gamble
representatives were on hand in the Engineering lobby to talk with
students informally between classes about opportunities for
sophomore sponsorship programs in engineering management,
and to juniors and seniors about internships. Students were
encouraged to submit resumes and schedule interviews for the
following week.
The Eta Gamma Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. won
the Chapter of the Year Award for the 15th consecutive year at the
26th Texas Council ofAlpha Chapters (TCAC) State Convention held
in Houston last weekend. In addition, Eta Gamma won awards for
Best Scrapbook and Chapter with the highest GPA Jimmie Lewis
Jimmie Lewis was awarded the Alpha with the highest GPA award
(3.87), and Joe Littlejohn was elected Assistant State Secretary.
Also, Tyra Pettigrew represented Eta Gamma in the Texas Miss
Black and Gold pageant
The United Ministries of Texas raised over $19,000 for the
Ministers' Scholarship fund during the 32nd Annual Ministers
Confere nce at Prairie View A&M University last month. According
to Rev. W. Van Johnson, conference director and dean of the
university's Johnson-Phillip All Faiths Chapel, the scholarship
fund was initiated by the mini sters in 1987 to benefit the solid 2.50
student, who must also be a native Texan and in good standing with
a church. Since 1987, the ministers have raised over $90,000 for the
fund.

Countdown

20

Days, until the 4th annual

Mr. Prairie View contest
held In Prairie View's Baby
Dome.

degrees farenhelt, that
It takes water to boll.
So that's how Alumni
boils those eggs.

Jim Duplantier, head coach of
the men's basketball team will be
leading his troops into Houston,
Texas tomorrow to take on the
Tigers of Texas Southern University. Duplantier may as well
get used to Houston, because six
days later, he'll be back at TSU
for the SWAC conference basketball tournament
Since Duplantier has been
coach at Prairie View, they have
never won the three day competition which until this year was
held at Southern University.
However, in 1985, the Panthers
peaked at the right time and
surprised everyone but themselves as they advanced to the
conference finals before losing
to Mississippi Valley State University. The winnerofthe tournament gets an automatic invitation to the NCAA's 64-team tournament held throughout the
month of March.
Prairie View lost in it's bid to
get invited to "March Madness"
last year, by losing to Texas
Southern in the first round of the
SWAC tournament

INCIDENT LIST
Feb. 15: Complainant reported she was being harrassed by
a subject that she knew in
Alumni Hall during the lunch
hours.
Feb. 15: Suspect fled from
officer attempting to effect the
lawful arrest of the suspect on
the South side of the campus.
Feb.15: Subject was found on
campus after harrassing a student Subject had been warned
and arrested previously. Subject was arrested for criminal
tresspassi ng.
Feb. 15: Complainant reported that an unknown male broke
out the window in 114 Banks
Hall with his fi st
Feb. 15: Subject was arrested
during an attempted warrant
service. Subject was arrested
for possession of marijuana in
Alexander Hall.
Feb. 15: During arrest warrants in Alexander Hall, six females were found in the dorm.
Feb. 12: Subject was found
living in Holley Hall illegally.
Feb. 11: Complainant living
in Drew· Hall reported her
rings were taken without her
consent

Chopin, Beethoven, Brahms,
Childs, and Gershwin.

Jim Duplantier
Dr. Mellasenah Y. Morris will
be giving a piano recital at 4:00
p.m., this Sunday in the Recital
Hall of the Hobart Taylor BuildingatPrairie View A&M University. The recital is sponsored by
the university's Performing
Artists Series, and admission is
free.
She will perform works by The
Chevalier de Saint-Georges,

President George Bush has
nominated for confirmation by
the U.S. Senate Maj. Gen. Marvin
D. Brailsford for appointment to
the rank of Lieutenant General
(3 stars) and reassignment as
Deputy Commanding General
for Materiel Readiness/Executive Director for Coventional
Ammunition, U.S. Army Materiel
Command.
Brailsford is a 1959 graduate of
Prairie View A&M University
and the ROTC program. He is
also the third PVAMU graduate
and the eighth Black officer to
achieve the rank of Lieutenant
General in the history of the
Army. The second PVAMU graduate to achieve that distinction
was Brailford's classmate, Lt.
Gen. Calvin A.H. Waller. The
first PVAMU 3-star general was
PVAMU President Julius W.
Becton, Jr., who was Waller's
and Brailford's military instructor at Prairie View.
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Drugs confiscated in Alexander North
By Kerri Marshall

Lifestyles Editor

Police
confiscated $300
worth of crack and 5 marijuana
cigarettes in Alexander North
at4:30 a.m. on February 15.
The arrests were the result of
an extensive undercover drug
operation
conducted
throughout the county since
September.
The Waller County Grand
Jury returned 90 sealed indictments (sealed by a Judge for
confidentiality until the file
becomes a public record) on
December 20. Of the 90 sealed
indictments eight of Prairie
View A&M University students
had arrest warrants against
them.

According to campus police Chief Rayford Stephens
the number one suspect, who
is a student here, later turned
himself in after consulting
with a faculty member.
"We had information that
there were students living in
the dorms illegally meaning
that some were not registered
as students," stated Chief
Stephens.
Jerome Thornton, dorm
director of Alexander North
said, "The students who were
living here are now being billed. They were given a key
because they had valid fee
receipts.
According to Stephens,
there was also visitation violations in the dorm during the
time of the drug bust.

Student here gets bolllb
threat at his church
Dwayne Bennett

local civic leaders another
church has also recieved
Prairie View Student threa- threatening letters. "These
tened by National bombings!! actions only impede the
For one Prairie View A&M strides toward racial harmoUniversity
student,
(who ny," states local civic leaders,
wishes to remain anonymous) and reminds them of the hardthe recent threats and mail- ships our for fathers encountbombings associated with raci- ered during the Civil Rights
al hatred, became a reality, Movement.
when the church he attends The FBI is investigating the
became a victim of these inten- case and have only come up
tions.
with a letter of apology from
Pleasant Grove Missionary someone claiming to be a 17Baptist Church of Bryan TX, year old, who was drunk at the
received a letter of this intent time and didn't realize what he
recently. Although the cont- was doing. H~ hasn't been
ents of the note didn't state caught nor is there a clue to
specifics, one really has to be whom he may be. Members of
concerned when things of this the congregation were taking a
nature occur. The letter stat- low key approach to the incies,"We have united our mind dent and seemed shocked this
of differences to end you for was actually happening in
good ." Is this some sick their community. They were
prankster out for kicks, the amazed with the media covKKK, or your Neo-Nazi extr- erage dispatched to cover the
emist groups
trying
to story. The congregation isn't
establish themselves in this wishing extreme punishment
small town? Obviously, some- upon the party responsible,
one feels threatened by the but on~y want justice served
impact and influences these accordmgl~. Many p~ople are
churches
are
having usually fn?hte~ed m these
throughout communities.
types of ~1tuat1o~s ~nd are
This isn't the first time a reluctant m contmumg serletter of this kind has been sent vice, but this isn't the case
to a church here. According to here.

StajJWriter

the drug bust.
Thornton replied, "We don't
have a security guard all
through the night so that is
when much of the visitation
violation take place and in
addition, we don't have a centralized entrance."
According to Colonel Jiles
Daniels, vice president of Student Affairs, during the morn-

ing of February 15, each room
on the list had a warrant.
Police went to the rooms,
making as little noise as possible, and knocked on the doors
at one time and asked the
individuals to identify themselves. They then asked the
students who lived in the
rooms to sign the warrant.
The people who the police

were lookmg ror were not in
the rooms at the time the bust
was in process.
President Becton said, "I
have been fully aware of the
raid for some time. I am
determined to drive drug users
off the campus. It's naive of
anyone to think that there isn't
some type of drug actvity on
any campus in the United
States."

Justice With llJignity For All

ELECT

JUNE JACKSON
JUDGE
WALLER COUNTY COURT A.T l......A.."'W
QUALIFIED
*Bachelor of Science, Criminal Justice
*Attended South Texas College of Law
LICENSED BY SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS TO PRACTICE LAW IN 1979
*Member, Texas Bar Association
*Past President, Waller County Bar Association
*Appointed By Supreme Court of Texas to District Five Committee
on Admissions
*Guest Lecturer, Prairie View A&M University
ACTIVE

*St. Bartholemews Episcopal Church Vestry, Layreader, Sunday School Teacher,
Park Fund Chairwoman
*Hempstead Park Board
*Waller County Historical Society
*Hempstead Lion's Club
*PTO, Parent Volunteer
*Girl Scout Leader
CAMPAIGN PROMISE
*To Administer the Laws Fairly
*To Maintain a Courtroom with Decorum
*To Treat All Citizens with Courtesy and Respect
*To Maintain Professionalism In and Out of the Courtroom
*Institute Internship Program for County Court at Law

VOTE EARLY
February 21 through March 9
Pd. Pol. Adv. Wm. F. Jackson Jr., Treas.; 1645 15th St., Hempstead, Tx.
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Fire department tightening on security
communicate effectively within our department," stated
C.Lee Turner, head of the
The Prairie View A&M Uni- drama department.
versity fire department is "I live with two other girls,
tightening up on security meas- we have curling irons, a blow
ures by making students take dryer, a microwave, and other
home cooking appliances dur- appliances that we need in
ing spring break, and getting order to live comfortably,"
departments to take down explained a Suarez-Collins
messages in the form of paper resident
who
requested
from the walls.
anonymity. "I just want to
These measures have encit- .know why they are doing this."
ed negative emotions from at According to PV fire chief
least one faculty member, and EllRoy Stevenson, Prairie
students living in the residen- View has no choice. If students
tial halls.
are caught with the appliances
"I just don't see how we can in their room, it will be confisBy Kevin Lyons
Editor-in-Chief

cated, marked, and given back
to the student at the end of the
semester.
"The current wiring system
in the dormitories is not designed to handle a microwave, a
refrigerator, and television
pulling from one plug. If we
continue to allow rooms to
have three freezers, etc. pulling electricity from one outlet,
then we run a great risk of
having the dorms go up in
flames, thus risking the lives of
our students," said Stevenson.
Stevenson also said until bulletin boards that meet firesafety codes are put in the build-

ings, departments will have to
find new ways to communicate.
"When paper is just hanging
on the walls, anyone can come
by with open flames, and the
wall can be ignited instantly,"
he said.
To alleviate these problems,
Stevenson said that the
kitchenette areas in each dorm
will be refurbished so that
students can cook on the stove
when they get hungry at night.
He also stated that this summer, the university may try to
put bulletin boards that meet
the fire codes in the buildings.
Other security measures

that have taken place as a
result of stricter fire safety
enforcement is the closing
down of Old Science building.
Stevenson said that 31 classes
were moved to other campus
buildings because the building
did not meet any fire code
specifications.
According to Stevenson, the
New Education building will
be closed down and renovated
this summer, and the doors of
the Baby Dome will be stripped and replaced because they
do not meet fire code inspections either.

Beta Beta Beta brings in biology award
al office. She identified the
society's objective as: the supBeta Beta Beta Bio\og,'1.ca\ port of sound scholarship, the
"\\onon. "5~\e\'j ot°?t"a\neV\ew dissemination of scientific
has been awarded an Outstand- knowledge, and the promotion
ing Chapter status for the 1988- of research in biology.
89 academic year. ThePVAMU
PVAMU chapter President
chapter was chosen as one of Trudy Ware is pleased with the
the six outstanding chapters in distinction and added "Last
' Jefthe country.
year's president Kevin
"This award is given to recog- ferson and all of the active
nize your excellent program in members deserve the credit."
advancing the objectives of Ware explained that one
Beta Beta Beta," said Dawn B. important aspect of the recogRohrs, secretary of the nation- nition is the participation in

From University Releases

research, both on the PVAMU
campus and in summer
research programs at medical
schools, national research laboratories, and major universities.
Beta Beta Beta Biological
Society is a nationwide organization with over 300 chapters
in the U.S., Canada, and Puerto
Rico. PVAMU students Kevin
Jefferson, Marcel Thompson,

■
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Hempstead-Hwy 290 East
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Panicked mothers and fathers rush to a day-eare miles
away from Prairie View to pick
up their children, barely making it to the center before the
time and a half charge is afixed

t !.

tion.
Chilren are being left for
several hours in dorms
without supervision, and clasWOMEN'S-MEN'S
FASHIONS
ses
are being interuped by the
tl
MEMORIAL STUDENT ACTIVITY CE TER
~ children of students that can
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
not find convenienent and
P.O BOX 314
economical child-care. Where
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77446
is a day-care that would suit
.SHIRLEY A. LU TER
. and
ROBERT C. Ll:STER these frustrated parents?
1-409-857-4052
Prairie View A&M universr■!iiPI
TUES-SAT 10:00-6:00
r■lii!PI ity is in need of an on-campus
l!!!!!l ACCEPTS ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS AND PERSO AL ~ day-care program. There are
___________c_H_Ec_K_s__________.J several people that live in,

LA SHAE'S BOUTIQUE

J

around or even worse commute to Prairie View that
would take advantage of a
child care program. The program would not only benefit
the parents but the entire
school as weil.
Cooperative learning in the

826 6578
education,
business, commun14
-=,.,.r....•:.:.•-:.•=. •c."c.".:."4.:."4.::.,.,.r:l'....•-:.•=. •r:.•c.".:."'L"4.:.
I "4.::.,._.:: ~ •-=- '-".:.J.:i:1 to the already overcharged tu i-

"4-=11111

!

Drs. R.D. Humphrey and V.A
Tisdale who congratulate the
officers' of members of the society for their hard work.
A certificate will be presented in April to chapter representatives at the district convention at the University of Oklahoma Biological Station.

Does Prairie Vie-w need a day
care for it's students children
Cheryl Malone

•

and Heather Reed (now at the
Iowa School of Dentistry) each
presented research papers at
~he Tri-Beta National M~eti~g
m San Juan, Puerto Rico m
December 1988.
The Prairie View Chapter
(Sigma Chi) was organized in
1968 and has had a number of
Outstanding Chapter awards
throughout the years. The
chapter's facultv sponsors are

ication, and the home economics departments would be
involving people in the overall
programing and give them
applied training in their specific fields. In turn, students
could fulfill their requirements for on-eampus interns,
student teaching, and co-ops,
so where is the day care.
The major excuse for not
opening a center may be funding, but the government has
funding for day-care centers

specifically geared towards
the needs of college campuses.
This program encourages
mothers and fathers to continue their higher education,
in addition it provides their
chilren with quality day-eare
near the school.

High PayingJobs-National catalogue of employer
paid employment recuiters
Domestic an International
employment search firms,
segregated geographically,
recruiting for jobs in all
majors. Valuable information on leading corperaations- All for less than
cost of one textbook. Send
$19.95 to T.F Publications, box 4549, Pagosa
Springs, CO. 81157
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MSC gameroom about to get new games
By Tracie Woodson

Newsweek Editor
"Prairie View should be getting its new games as soon as
Texas A&M approves the paperwork," according to Kim
Washington, manager of the
Memorial Student Center.
According to Washington a
new vendor, Games Glory, has
been contracted to bring in

new video games for the MSC
Gameroom. Games Glory is set
to bring in two new and up to
date video games each month
once the contract has been
approved.
Formerly the contract was
held by a TAVS, a Brenham
video vendor. "The reason
TAVS is out is because they
were supposed to give Prairie
View several machines each

month and they failed to do so,"
said Washington.
She continued by saying,
"The machines were to be
taken out of the gameroom if
they were not generating
enough money for us to make a
commission."
"TAVS finally told us that we
couldn't have video games like
Texas A&M and we'd have to
take what we could gel They

simply were not living up to
their contract so we decided
that it should be terminated,"
she said.
Right now Captain Redd,
who handles all accounts, is
just waiting to hear from Texas
A&M and it should only be a
matter of time before the new
games are here.
Washington says that she is
aware of the fact that for some

student who live on-campus
and do not have cars the game
room is the only livelihood that
they have. That, she says, is
another reason that she is really working hard to get the new
games.
The game room is to be open
from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m., six days
a week.

Mayor sees problems with newUS290
By Debbye Hancock
Staff Writer

Prairie View Mayor, Ron
Leverett, has discovered problems concerning the new 290
highway.
The section of 290 coming
through Prairie View will be in
the vacinity of the car wash on
1098, will be 20 feet underground, and the two access
roads for Prairie View will be
outside the city limits.
The access roads will be at
Brooks Road and the other is
1.25 miles from FM 362. The
position of these exits lus the

20 foot underground section of
290 puts Prairie View in a landlocked situation. If this occurrs, Prairie View will be isolated from the tri-city area.
The neighboring towns of
Waller and Hempstead have
already experienced commercial growth.
Prairie View,
which is one of the biggest
employers in Waller County
and home of Prairie View A&M
University, has nol
For entertainment and shopping PVAMU students have to
go to Hempstead and Waller
and students without transportaion are stranded. The situa-

tion ~ill be worse if the high- told they were just prelimen- be too late. Also, city officials
way 1s completed as proposed. ary plans by the highway were upset to learn that
The Prairie View city coun- department. Further investiga- Hempstead and Waller had forcil meeting on February 26th tion showed not only were they mally participated in planning
revealed that city council mem- official but if something wasn't interchanges.
hers had not had any interac- done to change the proposed
tion with the Texas State High- plans right away then it would
way Department in the plan~
ning of the new highway
through Prairie View. Coun- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _E_l_e_c_t______,
cilman Carreathers said he
had visited the Judges' office
ft
J ft
in Hempstead two months ago,
there he saw the plans for the
County Commissioner
new 290. Therefore, a city
Precinct 2
engineer was brought in to
Morch 13, 1990
help city officials.
At first ci officials were
Democrotic Primory

fr n k

Ck s on

...

Motto: "It will be a whole lot better if we just do it together"
Pold for by F1ri Jod<oon lor Ccu,ty Comm.-,• Pct 2 Comp.gn, Von- W Jocbon • T,....,. • P 0 . Boll ,75, PY, Ta nu&

JPANJIHJEJR

CILA:S:Sl!FlJEDS
JOB OPENINGS
ATTENT~ON: HIRING!

COLLEGE REP to deliver "Student
Rate" subscription cards OR campus.
Good income, no selling involved.
Application from: CAMPUS
SERVICE, 1024 W. Solar Dr.,
Phoenix, Az. 85021

ATIENTION: EARN MONEY
TYPING AT HOME!

The Trailriders made Black History last month at PV.

32,000/yr income potential.
Details, (1) 602-838-8885
Ext. T-18942

Govern,nent Jobs-Your
Area
$17,840-$69,485
Call 1-602-838-8885
F.XT RlAQ,t?

I

A'ITENTION
EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS
$32,000/year income potential.
Details. (1) 602-838-8885
Ext. Bk 18942
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NEWSWEEK

Graduate dean to join Chinese delegate
From University Releases

Dr. Arthur C. Washington,
dean of the Graduate School at
Prairie View A&M University,
has been invited by the American and Chinese Societies for
Microbiology and the Citizen
Ambassador Program to join a
delegation of scientists in

China this summer.
According to John H. Luppert, director of the Citizen
Ambassador Program's Science and Technology Projects,
"This visit is to be an exchange
of ideas and experiences between Chinese and Western
scientists from all disciplines
of biotechnology as well as

science
administrators,
entrepreneurs, and representatives of pharmaceutical and
other biotechnology-oriented
firms."
The delegation is scheduled
to visit Bejing, Shanghai, Wuhan, Guangzhou (Canton), and
Hong Kong.
Luppert stresses that the

PIZZA HUT DELIVERY:

visit will not be an endorsement of the pokies of the Chinese government, and that the
participating Chinese scientists will also understand this.
The Citizen Ambassador Program was created and inspired
by President Eisenhower's ideals of citizen diplomacy. The
program is based on the belief
that technical exchanges between professionals, more than
just cultural interaction, can
be the basis for a deeper inter-

national friendships. "Current
world events, and particulary
those in China, underscore the
importance of continued citizen diplomacy," said Lupperl
He added that contact with
citizens from the West, with
the exposure to Western economic,
diplomatic
and
democratic processes, has probably led to current changes
taking place in the communist
world.

OFHC implements
drug abuse program
By Kevin Lyons

Editor-in-Chief

The
Owens
Franklin
Health Center recently implemented an Alcohol Anonymous and Cocaine Anonymous
program for students and faculty/staff who are in need of
substance abuse counseling.

GREAT PIZZA COMING YOUR WAY--CALL 826-8001

VOTE FOR

Susan 'Winfree
WALLER COUNTY
TREASURER
"The Experienced Choice"
Almost 6 Years Experience as
Chief Deputy Treasurer

and CA meetings every Tuesday at 6:00. It also has an
AI.D.S. counseling service,
and a sexually transmitted
disease (STD) clinic.
"People are usually very
promiscuous during their college days, thus the implementation of such types of clinics
and counseling services are
very much needed," said Pierre.

Thelma Pierre, administrator of OFHC, said that the
program is long overdue
Pierre said that there is a
because there are more subst- positive relationship betance abuse problems than ween AI.D.S and STD's, and
the university may realize.
that "there is a possibility
that
there are more people
"Approximately 20% of the
who
are
H.1.V. positive on this
students and faculty on this
campus
than
we may expect"
campus are adversely impacting their lives because of drug According to Pierre, there
or alcohol abuse. Unfortun- are about 50 people that go
ately, it takes a tragic incident through the health center evefor us to know what is going on ry week to get treatment for
with the student or staff mem- an STD.
She said that
ber." said Pierre.
because of this high number,
students should practice safe
The health center, which sex by using condoms, and
discontinued it's 24-hour ser- limit their amount of sexuvice last month, holds the AA al partners.

---------------:,

~HE PECAN TREE RESTAURANT

I
I

BUY ONE AND GET ONE AT HALF PRICE
ANY BARBEQUE PLATE

(PECAN WOOD SMOKED)

I

Rib plates, chopped meat sandwiches,
brisket, sausage or any barbeque combo.

I

P.O. Box 56
2206 Highway 290, Waller, TX 77484
409-372-2000
Pd. for by Travis Winfree, Treas., 900 13th St., Hempstead,
TX 77445

I

GOOD FOR TUES., WED., &c THURS. ONLY!
MUST PRESENT THIS COUPON

-----------

,I

___,
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SPORTSWEEK
Athletic department taking
steps towards fiscal solvency
By Kevin Lyons
Editor-in-Chief

Inspite of a well publicized
football strike, and a mandate
that has eliminated any new
scholarships, the Prairie View
A&M
University
athletic
department is taking steps to
get itself back on stable financial footing.
According to PV athletic
director, Dr. George Stafford,
PV's athletic department will
not only bring the department
to fiscal solvency, but he also
said there are no plans for
Prairie View to leave any of it's
affiliated conferences, and
there is an on campus group to
help keep PV financially sound.
"We have organized a purple
and gold spirit concil," said Dr.
Stafford. "This group is made
up of PV faculty and students,
and it gives us an organized
approach to the challenges
that face the university."

In the past, the athletic
department has spent above
it's budget, and has had to draw
from other campus auxilaries
to keep running. However,
Stafford said that he plans not
only to spend only within the
budget, but to also have
$100,000 in reserve just in case
extra money is needed.

View, and not just athletics,"
said Stafford. "PV offers academic, vocational, and social
opportunities. Athletics play a
vital role in that because it
enhances the university."

PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY
1990 BASEBALL SCHEDULE

DATE

OPPONENT

PLACE

TIME

3-2-90
3-3-90
3-9-90
3-1 0-9 o
3-13-90
3-17-90

UT-Pan American+
UT-Pan American+
Southern University•
Southern University•
Sam Houston State+
Lamar University+
Lamar University+
Grambling State•
Grambling State*
Texas Southern*
Texas Southern*
Univ. of Houston+
Southern University*
Southern University*
Nicholls State
McNeese State+
Texas Southern*
Texas Southern*

Edinberg, TX
Edinberg, TX
Prairie View, LA
Prairie View, LA
Huntsville, TX
Beaumont, TX
Prairie View, TX
Grambling, LA
Grambling, LA
Houston, TX
Prairie View, TX
Houston, TX
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Thibodaux, LA
Prairie View, TX
Prairie View, TX
Houston, TX

1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.

Someoftheseoutsidecontr- 3-18-90
12:00 p.m.
ibutions will come from a 3-23-90
12:30 p.m.
group of former athletes who 3-24-90
12:30 p.m.
• • v·
dth
3-30-90
12:30 p.m.
attend e dp ra1r1e 1ew, an
e
"Most of this reserved money National
Alumni Association 3-31-90
12:30 p.m.
will come from our internal (NAA). The NAA includes
4-3-90
s:oo
p.m.
32
resources, and outside contr- organized chapters across the
4-6-90
12:30 p.m.
ibutions," explained Stafford. United States.
4- 7-90
12:30 p.m.
The internal
resources
4-8-90
12:00 p.m.
include the motivation of stu4-10-90
12:00 p.m.
dents and faculty supporting
Stafford said that the 1990-91 4-13-90
12:30 p.m.
athletics in the form of game season for athletics will be a 4-14-90
12:30 p.m.
attendance, and athlete spon- time for regrouping since
soring. Stafford also said that th ere will be no new incoming
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG SCREEN TV
the local community, (local scholarships. However, he
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!
alumni, PV Athletic Club), will po.inted
out
that
he
pla.ns
to
th
al
Objective: Fundraiser
also contribute financially, raise e neccessa~ capit by
Comm,tment: Minimal
and emotionally to the purpose. May 1 so t~at Pr~sident Becton
Money: Raise S, ,400
'
can negotiate with the TAMUS
Cost Zero lnves\men\
) )
"When we ask for outside Chancellor in order to get th e
Campus organizations, clubs, frats, sororities
contributions, we are asking no-scholarhsip mand ate lifted
call OCMC at 1 (800)932-05281(800) 950- 8472 ext. 10
j J
for a commitment to Prairie for the 1991-92 s e a s o n . ,

t"';===================::::,

1

1

, . . , .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

BAYLOR COLLEGE OF MEDICINE AND RICE UNIVERSITY
_
._ ·.·.·.·.· .·
ANNOUNCE
A SUMMER PROGRAM FOR MINORITY STUDENTS
. . . · :• < :.: INTERESTED IN MEDICINE

f:PHE HON0R_S PREMEDICAb ACADEMY
Bayl~~tfou:glJrMedicine 'and RicJ'U~ver~ity offer a six-week summer p~~gram for college students interested in a med;cal caree~.
The goal ·Qf

th~ progr,1m, funded in partby a grantfrom The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, is to increase minority representation in m~9icine.
-PROGRAM BENEFITS: .
A academic enrichment in the biological sciences, mathe~atics, ~rid coinniwrica_tions·
B. practical Tesearch laboratory and clinical experiences
• ·
.
C; counseling regarding the selection of a medical school program and
application process
D. preparation and review for: the Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT)
:E. housing/financial support (Out of town students will stay in dormitories on the Rice University
. campw;, acro~.the street from the Texas Medical Center. 'H ousing will be provided at no charge)
. A modest stipend will be paid to all students.
.. .. .
.
.
· R college credit (6 ·semester hours for courses taken at Rice University,* and 3 semester hours
.. for Ba)'lor·activities••)
.
•.

the

·• .The_Rice::JJniver~ity courses are: English 317-Technical Writing (3 semester hours), and
C"' BiologyJ03-Special
Topics (3 semester hours) :.._
..
.
.
.·
-;

• ; ·The Baylor Colleg~ ofMedicine course is AHS-399£-Pr.~cep't.orship in the Health Sciences
.
ca·semester hours) . .·
.
:
.·
· ·
.•. .
. .. .. .
. .
For additional information write or call the Office of Admissions, Baylor College .of
Medicine, One Baylor Plaza, Houston, Texas.77030, 798-4841 (Houston) or,,

..

1-800-633-8445
(outside Houston).

.

.
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SPORTSWEEK
Panther baseball teain on the
road to a productive season

THE

Rustic ·(')a·k
RESTAURANT
Hours:

Rebecca Turner
Chief Copy Editor

Serving Noon Buffet Everyday

SEAFOOD BUFFET
· s

The Panth er baseball team
is
on
the road towards a sue6:00pm-9:00pm Fn. & at.
cessful
season. The team took a
290
6am-9:30pm
~!;~!~~a~\~~ • trip to Whittier, California on
'--F_r_i,S_a_t,_&_s_u_n_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ February 2-5, 1990 and played
a few exhibition games against
Laverne University, Biola University, and Whittier UniversGRAND OPENING
ity. The team is composed of22
MARCH 3, 1990
_players, with 5 seniors, 6
sop homores, and 11 fres h men.
The team has 3 top pitchers
Rich Nan & Sons Enterprises
known as Eric Salsman, Ver2510 Hempstead Highway
(409) 372-5351
non Bland, and Robert Harper.
6am-9pm

Mon-Thur.

DISCOUNT CENTER

P.O. Box 286
Waller, TX 77484

(409) 372-5574 Res.
M-F 9-6 Sat. 9-3

ENTER TO WIN A MEN'S 10-SPEED BICYCLE
Drawing to be held at 3:00pm

"The team has great potential," said coach John Tankersley. Last year, the team
was building and was affected
by the Proposition 48 Rule.

IDNIJ:.

EA

T A
T
E
STEAK SANDWICH AND
ORDER OF TATER TOTS

$
\) r....

\f

/~

J11IffI !Iii! Iff

HEMPSTEAD I TEXAS
CALL-INS ACCEPTED: 826-3276
1990 SONIC INDUSTRIES INC .

The Proposition 48 Rule
requires a student to pass the
ACT with a 14 and the SAT with
a 700. This year, the team is
.
better with more experience.
H
d mi s is
stre~:e~v7~•the ~~~g:am~ Each
player must maintain a 2.o, or
sitoutfortherestoftheseason.
J hn Tankersley stresses
~ f fi r many of the playe uc~l:~n m future doctors
ers WI ecot e h
I f t'
1awyers, or eac ers. n ac ,
f
th
b
b
II
s
I
~any O fi e. as~ a P aye~n
1
t;v~ ro e~~ona ~areers e
Jene u ureR. b etseH P Payeersatarh
own as o er ar r c c er and pitcher of Jefferson,
Texas, Dorran Stewart senior
captain of,and Vernon Blan
senior of Chicago.
John Tankersley is a positive
role model for the players of
the team. He teaches the players about life such as the job
opportunities, manners, dress,
and respect. Once a week, the

°

players meet and discuss their
problems and concerns. The
coach will listen and address
the concerns of the players.
J h T k
·
t
o n an ers 1ey urges no
only the pla!ers, but the ~t~d~nts must g1v~ bac~ to Prame
View A&~ Umve~s1ty and the
commumty. Cecil Woods, a
real estate graduate of Prairie
View A&M University, sponsored the baseball trip to Whittier
.~ . Ch
H d
Ca1l!orma.
ar Ies u son, a
graduate of Prairie View A&M
University, purchased this
years baseball team uniforms.
These _a:e o~ly a few examples
o~ ~rame View gra?uates serv1c_mg
commumty and the
umversity
There is no doubt that the
baseball team will have a suecessful season. The hard work
and dedication of the players
and coach John Tankersley
will prove the team a winner!

t?e

PV set for w-onten's
NAIA track finals
· By Kevin Lyons
Editor-in-Chief

Prairie View has qualified
nine women to participate
in the N.AI.A Indoor National Championships on
March 2-3 in Kansas City,
MO. The women's track
team, which won their third
consecutive SWAC cross
country title last year, will
be trying to avenge close
losses in the last two years in
N.AI.A competition.
In
1988, they lost by a fourth of
a point, and last year, they
lost by half a point.
"If everyone gives 100%
during the competition, and
there are no injuries, then
hopefully we can finish in
the top three," stated
women's track coach Barbara Jacket. "Our strong
events will be in the long and
triple-jumps."
Jacket. who will be coach-

ing the women's U.S. Track
Team in the 1992 Summer
Olympics, said that nearly
all of the girls bettered their
times or distances over the
course of the year.
The women qualifiers for
the 55 meter dash are Marcena Booker (time 7.21), and
Raquel Andrews (7.23);
400m: Tracey Garrison
(57.38), Rhonda Lampkin
(58.37), and Tephanie Mack
(59.28); 500m: Tracey Garrison (1:20.06), Rhonda
Lampkin
(1:19.89)
and
Tephanie Mack (1:22.90);
800m: Celisha Shy (2:18.09),
and Toni Byrd (2:19.90);
1000m: Barbara
Smith
(2:52.80), and Celisa Shy
(2:57.01); Long jump: Raquel
Andrews (20'4"), Marcena
Booker (19'3/4"), and Shanda
Williams (18'9 1/4"); Triple
jump: Shanda Williams
(40'3"),
and
Tephanie
Brooks (36'1/10").
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t's like getting paid
to

go to school.

Backpacks and frisbees abound. Challenge
is in the air. Heated debates erupt from passionate beliefs.
Surprise! It's Microsoft. The premier software corporation in the world has more the feel
of a college than a multinational corporation.
Intellecrual energy. Eclectic decor and dress. All
on a mcx:lem, wocx:led campus in the Eastern hills
above Seattle.
Microsoft is better than college, however.
You get your own room - a private office with a
door. You have access to the latest microcomputer
technology, as well as the brains that helped
create it.
So now you don't have co give up the fun and
excitement of college in order to make it in the
"real world". All you have to do is join Microsoft.
C.

Soi tware

D

· E ·
es1gn ngineer

As a Software Design Engineer, you will
design, develop, and implement applications
and systems software for microcomputers. Your
projects can include networking, sophisticated
graphical interfaces, operating systems, compilers, powerful personal and business applications,
and multimedia.

Program Manager
Actually, "Technical Catalyst" would be
more accurate. Because we believe engineers are
the best people to envision and design prcx:luct
features. To create the user and programmer interfaces. To write the specs, and drive them through
to release.
If you'd like to impact the agenda for the
future of Microsoft prcx:lucts, bring your impressive technical skills and unique ability to make
things happen to Microsoft.

Ready for some real fun?
If you are about to graduate with a
Bachelor's, Master's or PhD degree in Computer
Science, Electrical Engineering, Math, Physics,
or related technical degree, then we wane co
hear about your microcomputer programming
experience, design skills, and/or exposure to
managing projects.
Please send your resume to: MICROSOFT
CORPORATION, Dept. BDSDE-PV, One
Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052-6399.

We are an equal opponunocy employer
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Football coach search commitee named
National Search Committee to
recommend the most qualified
individual available for the
President Juius W. Becton, position of Head Coach for
Jr. announced recently the Football at Prairie View A&M
appointment of a blue ribbon University.
From University Releases

Dr. George H. Stafford,
Athletic Director at Prairie
View A&M University will
serve as Chair of the Search
Committee. Other Search committee members include Col-

.Harvey B. Dickerson, Jr. USA versity
National
Alumni
Retired, Washington D.C.; Dr. Association; Mr. Frank JackCharles T. Edwards, Associate son, Director of Auxiliary SerDean, College of Applied Scisee 'Becton 'page 13
ences and Engineering Tech'
'
nology, Prairie View A&M Uni-

Announcing an offer
designed to save money
for people who are,
well, a bit long-winded
when it comes to,
you know, talking on
the phone, and who,
quite understandablY,
don't want to have
to wait till after 11 pm
to get a deal on
long distance prices.

If rnu spend a lot of time on the phone. the r!Tf-T Reach 01' America Pim, could s.1\·e you a lot on ~:our
kmo dL~tmce bill. And mu drn11 haw 10 st;I\· up late to do it. Staning at 5 pm. the rl1c-T Reach Ou rl111ertca
!'fa~ takes an addition:il 25'\, off our alre.K~: rt.'tluc.'t.'Cl en~ning plices.
«> find out 1110ft'. call us at 1 800 REACH OUT, ext. 4093.

--

And don·1\,-orr~: well kc.'t'p it brief

The right choice.

0...\'IUnl JPPk.'> 10 <'IUl<lfl,l;lft" ,.ll< J1rt~1 Jol<,'\l 'i 10 pm. :;u~-- ~
Tot.< !<t'f\ll'l' lllJ!' not 1...- J\':llliilt- ,n Jll rt-.ak'lll'l.' lulh

--=--------...,!_----------•

L..---------..,.......,,..,,..~_.,,,_......,........,....,__ _ _ _ _

~- - ---- --- -- ---- --- --- -----

Al&T

Prairie View is
getting ready
for tournament

By Reginald Holiday
Sportsweek Editor

Prairie View Womens' and
Mens'basketball team completed their home stand for the
season Monday night and played host to SWAC opponent
Alcorn State.
The women were defeated
93-73, however, Resse Bell led
all scores with 24 points in the
losing effort Fredricka Bernice followed up with 18 points
and 17 rebounds. Diane Moore
contributed 16 points, 7
rebounds and 3 blocked shots
to an exciting game.
The Lady Panthers will end
their regular season playing·
Saturday, March 3rd against
the Tigers of Texas Southern
University.
Prairie View men finished
their home season with two
impressive victories, including the defeat over the number
one conference division leader, Southern University, with
the final score of 80-77. Lamar
Holt ended up with 35 points.
Lamar Holt did it again in
Prairie View's final home
game. Lamar Holt one of
Prairie Views' shortest players, standing at approximately
5 foot 9 inches, had a good
season with the Panthers ball
club. He played 38 minutes in
the game and scored 30 points,
had 6 rebounds and 13 assists
to march the Panthers on to a
78-69 victory over Alcorn State
University.
Michael Ervin ended up with
19 points, 2 assists and 2
rebounds, while, THE BIG
MAN, Steve Stevenson pulled
down 9 rebounds and 9 block
shots and a total of 8 points.
The men and women will go
on to the SWAC tournament,
held in Houston at Texas
Southern University campus,
on March 7th. We wish you luck
Panthers! GO AND GET-EM!
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Grant gives seminar on feminist theory
By Kerri Marshall
LifeStyl.es Editor

"Women have always been
challenged with labels and
definitions. We have always
been defined primarily by other people." stated Dr. Jacquelyn Grant of South Carolina to an All-Faiths Chapel
audience last week.
Grant conducted a seminar
on feminist theology and womanist theory..
"We have been defined by
white folks. We have been defined by men who assume that it
is there duty to define women.
"We have been called
matriarchs. We have been
blamed for the ills of the black
community. We have been
considered loose and easy, and
sexually promiscuous.
We

have been considered people
who are merely designed to
facilitate the needs of whites,"
said Dr. Grant.
She added that occupationally, Black women are most often
employed in social service or
as maids. Women carry the
burden of the world, but still
they are the poorest of the poor
and they are the most oppressed among the oppressed.
Even so, as Black women
have moved beyond these
definitions, they are also
known as "strong Black
women."
"It is that strong, Black womens tradition that I'm a member of," Grant states. Within
this tradition, Black women
can restore a more holistic
theology to reflect the true
spirit of liberation.

Student adviser offers
help to foreign students
By MuUa& Olusesi
Sta,ff Writer

There are some foreign students on Prairie View A&M
University campus. While
many of these students have
met and talked with Dr. Amadu
Sirleaf,the international student adviser, there are many
others who have never heard
of him. Yet they'd probably
want to know him once they
learn of the help he is providing students from all over the
world, and especially from African countries like Liberia,
Cameroon, and Nigeria. Iranian, Arabian and Indian students, among others, have also
benefitted from his knowledge.
Dr. Sirleaf's duties include
advising and assisting international students on academic,
immigration, and other matters concerning international
education at Prairie View
A&M University.
With the help that Dr. Sirleaf
is providing, the university has
been able to recruit and retain
more foreign students. Since
his employment, enrollment
has increased from 200 to 500
in 1989.
Dr. Sirleaf is knowledgeable
about helping students for

many reaons. He was himself
once a foreign student. The
international adviser was born
and reared in Liberia. He came
to the United States to attend
Prairie View University and
received an undergraduate
degree in vocational training
and a masters degree in industrial education. In August of
1989, he obtained his doctorate
in philosophy from Texas A&M
University. During a areception in his honor, he was asked
about his future plans now that
he has obtained his terminal
degree.
Dr. Sirleaf said that he intends to continue his services to
youth everywhere. At Texas
A&M University, he said he
devoted himself to achieving
quality education which culminated in a Doctorate of Philosophy Degree for him. During
his studies he concentrated on
industrial, vocational and technical education, with educational administration as a support. According to him, his
treatise topic was "curriculum
content for training individuals as skilled electricians in
residential wiring at the Multi-

lateral High School system in
Liberia"

She said there are two recent movements that contribute
to this tradition; the black liberation movement and the
feminist movement but where
does this place the black woman? In most books about these
movements, "all the women
are white and all the blacks are
men."
We need to question how we

are being treated Dr. Grant
advised. "Are we being taught
to affirm what God created us
to be, or are we being trained
out of our own culture?"
During the question and answer period that followed her
presentation, Dr. Grant was
asked how we can define 'power'? She replied that the problem is the narrow definition

we give the term. We equate
power with domination. In
order to dominate, you need
victims . which perpetuates
oppression.
"What we need to do is look
at another way to understand
power; a way that affirms
everyone as opposed to domination."

JUDGE
KARL N. MICKLITZ
WALLER COUNTY COURT AT LAW
EDUCATED

. ✓ Graduate, Texas A&M University, 1960
✓ Graduate, South Texas College of Law, 1965
✓ Graduate, U.S. Army Command and General Staff College
EXPERIENCED
✓

Elected Judge, Waller County Court at Law, 1984
✓ Re-Elected Judge, Waller County Court at Law, 1986
✓ Municipal Judge, City of Brookshire, 1973-1983
✓ Mayor, City of Brookshire, 1972-1973
✓ Chairman, Waller County Juvenile Board
INVOLVED
✓

Vice President, Sam Bernard Elective Co-op
✓ Vice President, Waller County Historical Society
✓ Hempstead Lions Club, Tail Twister
✓ President, Waller County Bar Association
✓ Chairman, Waller County United Way Advisory Committee
✓ Ambassador, Waller County Go-Texan Committee
✓ Colonel, United States Army Reserve
✓ Guest Lecturer, Prairie View A&M University
Pd. for by K.N. Micklitz, Treas. Box 366, Brookshire, TX 77423

'
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LIFESTYLES
Elect

GLENN TAYLOR
For Waller County Judge
An Attorney Uniquely
Qualified to Serve Your Community
O 1976 Graduate Waller High School
O 1982 Graduate Prairie View A&M University
O 1989 Graduate Thurgood Marshall School of Law
O Member Waller County Bar Association
O Member Texas State Bar Association
O Licensed to Practice Law Before Texas Supreme Court
O Dedicated to a Better Waller County

Your Vote and Support Are Greatly Appreciated
Political Advertising paid by Taylor Campaign Committee
Dr. Emery Roswell (E.R.) Owens, M.D., Treasurer
Drawer V, Prairie View, Texas 77446
I am pleased to endorse the candidacy of Glenn Taylor for County Judge of Waller
County.
As you well know I have spent my entire professional career in Waller County where I
worked as Medical Director of the Prairie View A&M University Medical Center and the
Waller County Hospital, as well as serving as Waller County Medical Health Director.
During this long path I worked closely with Waller County Officials particularly with
Judge Jack Taylor, Glenn's father. Judge h!clLTaylor was dedicated to the improvement
of Medical Service for Citizens of Waller County. Glenn Taylor pledges his support to:
1. Improve Medical Facilities for all Waller County Citizens.

2. A vast network of emergency volunteers.
3. Fast and effective Emer&ency transport systems.
4. Allocation of funds for unsafe bridge and railroad crossings
5. Fiscal responsibility including shoring up declining tax bases with thrusts for new
business.
Glenn has grown up in the judicial system. He has prepared himself with a law
degree, he has experience in various aspects of law. He is now ready to take up where
Judge Taylor left off. He is eminently qualified. Lets give him the opportunity, March
13th.

E.
/? ,~ A ~ .
E.R. OWENS, M. D.

Mandela' s release tops
off historic February
By Michelle Johnson
Stqff'Writer

"Black History Review" in honor of Black History Month. The
guest speaker was Mr. Frank
Jackson,Director of Auxiliary
Services. The topic was entitled "Knowledge is Power."
Miss Prairie _Yiew, Mary Ann
Palmer, dedicated the song
"True C?lors" to all i~ a~en~ance. Michele Lee,a Jumor m
Chemical Engineering an~ a
member of the AKA sorority,
stated; "The main point was, if
Black
people
attained
knowledge, then power is inev!ta~le. One of the keys to egual1ty 1s knowledge therefore power."
The freshman class presented Mrs. Juanita Simmons in the
LEGITIMIZATION OF THE
AFRICAN-AMERICAN PRESENCE.Mrs. Simmonsexpounded on the legitimacy of who we
are as a people. She stated,
"Religion is our foundation for
realizing the power we have as
a nation of people. As black
people we possess qualities
that others don't identify with;
like a strong sense of the presence of an omnipotent being
(someone all powerful) God,
Jehovah, Ala,and etc ...

What a wonderful day in the
world! Nelson Mandella has
been released from imprisonmenl His release is not the
end of the problem but the
beginning of the solution. The
solution
to
separatism,
segregation violence and racial hatred. '
While South African blacks
are waging war· Nelson Mandella pleas for them to stop the
violence against one another.
Mandella mandates that we
are all brothers and sisters and
we should help and support
one another in all endeavors
for freedom and racial equality. A collective group of rap
musicians sing a song to
awaken those that are asleep
socially.
"SELF DESTRUCTION
YOU'RE HEADED FOR SELF
DESTRUCTION. I (THIS GENERATION) NEVER EVER
HAD TO RUN FROM THE KU
KLUX
KLAN
AND
I
SHOULDN'T HAVE TO RUN
FROM A BLACK MAN. SELF
DESTRUCTION,
YOU'RE
"EWA is good character and
HEADED FOR SELF DES- Etutu is a mystical coolness.
TRUCTION."
We have always had these charMalcom X, stated in one of acteristics,but we as a people
his speeches before his death, are just now tapping our sour"We (a collective group of ces." stated Simmons.
speakers)all agreed tonight all
of the speakers have agreed
Mrs. Simmons also warned
that America has a very serious problem. Not only does everyone about being caught
America have a very serious in cultural diffusion. Cultural
problem,but all people have a Diffusion is when we believe
very serious problem. Amer- only in ourselves,not realizing
ica's problem is self destruc- that we are capable of failing.
tion." In order not to self des- So we fall into traps such as
and
suicide
truct we should come to the crime,drugs,
realization of who we are as which is ultimately the results
of masachism. She urged us to
Black people.
about each
On February 21,1990, Prairie be excited
View mourned Malcom X's
assasination; by wearing
black Prairie View showed
Mrs. Simmons said,"Don't
unity and reverance to one who lose yourself in the midst of
died fighting for equality a nd Cultural Diffusion. Know yourthe advancement of black self.,, y es, we came from Afnc·
1
peTohp e. .
f th d
a,but we were wealthy,intellie c11max o
e ay was
.
1eaders,mventors,and
.
gent,
.
bom barde d by programs given b .
.
f Al h K
usmess persons. Maybe not m
by th e Lad1es o
p a appa th
Al p h a Soron•ty, I ncorpora te d e exact context of today,but
we possess a11 the characteran d PV's fres h man c1ass of 89- . .
.
,
d
1stics to be a dominant power.
.
e
s
sponsore
a
90 Th AKA
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Gilpin Players win another drama honor
By Michelle Johnson

Sto!fWriter

"TO BE YOUNG GIFTED
AND BLACK,"a play by Lorraine Hansberry,which was presented by Mr. C. L. Turner and
the Charles Gilpin Players.
This particular play won the
Critic's Choice at the ACTF
convention
in
Beaumont,Texas.
"To Be Young Gifted and
Black," entails a variety of
scenes to express the senti-

ments of being Young,Gifted
and Black. It is also a collaboration of many of Ms. Hans berry's
writings.
The reknown Charles Gilpin
Players can provide the most
elite group with ajoyful experience. This particular play was
performed for the Black Mayors Convention, which was
held in Prairie View in November of 1989.
The leader is Mr. C.L. Turner. The cast consists of Anyika
McMillan,Marcus
Turn-

er,Camille
Sneed,Monigue
Ridge,Eric Cooper,DeWanna
Smith,Tyrone Dargins,Payton
Woodson,Theresa
Manuel,Czar Salazar and Ray Duncan as sound-man.
The play immediately started with a brush of reality from
an excerpt of "A Raisin In The
Sun." Walter Youngers feelings of neglect and being misunderstood by the black woman and to the scene of disliking
Negro versus Black. The transitions of the play smoothly gives

Procedures and guidelines for
out-of-state -waivers, Fall 1990
University Release

The university academic
scholarship commitee has
recommended and received
approval for the university's
guidelines regarding out of
state waivers for the Fall 1990
semester.
Dr. Doris Price, Assistant
Vice-President for Student
Affairs emphasized that the
committee will not exceed the
five percent limitations that
was passed by the Texas legislature in the Summer of 1989.
The following prioritized
guidelines will be used to
determine the out-of-state
waiver award. Although there
are six basic guidelines for
awards, the selection will be
based on a prioritized listing of
those students who fall within
the first category subsequent
selections will be made from
category numbers two through
six until the five percent limitation is reached.
The 1990-91 out-of-state waivers will be processed according to the following guidelines:
1) All students who are presently on out-of-state waivers, based on the university academic
scholarship committe approval for Fall 1989, will continue
on out-of-state waivers if: a.
they are in good academic
standing for the last semester
of attendance, according to
scholarship, orb. they have an
overall GPA of 3.0.
2) A number of scholarships
will be given to the Vice Presi-

dent of Academic Affairs, to be
divided among the colleges.
3) All scholarship awardees
who accept the scholarship
and are listed as national semifinalist and finalisl
4) All scholarship awardees
who accept the scholarship
and who are number 1 in a class
of 50 or more.
5) All scholarship awardees
who accept the scholarship
and has a3.5 to 4.0 GPA on a4.0

the
audience
a
brief
soul-searching effect as the
scenes rolled by to the Funeral
scene; when one is engulfed
into the casket with tears. Also
in A Raisin In The Sun,"the
audience jumped in their seats
as the African Dancers came to
life in 3-D with war-like cries.
The Dance number of Come
By Here transferred all those
assembled from the library to
their first experience at
church. As Hannibal and
Sarah approach the stage a

sense of history was told in
their every jesture.
"Yes, we are an oppressed
people,but we have had some
good time in the midst of
oppression. We are all products of legends in their own
time, because we are writers,lawyers,sanitation
workers, musicians, a r tists,doctors,actors,engineers
and teachers. We are trully the
Young,Gifted and Black here
at Prairie View A&M University. So don't waste your gifts."
stated the Gilpin Players.

Search conunittee
continue from page 10

vices, Prairie View A&M Uni- Prairie View A&M University,
scale.
versity; Dr. Mattie Londow, Mr. Lindsey Weatherspoon,
6) All 1:1nivers~ty- academic Former Principal, Lincoln Professor, Department of
scholarship rec1p1ents who High School, Port Authur, Agriculture
Prairie View
entered the university for the Texas; Mr. Talmadge Sharpe, A&M Univ~rsity; Mr. Douglas
first time during the Fall 1989 Sr., Member, Houston Police White, Vice Chairman, Panth-\
semester, earned 30 hours dur- Department, Houston, Texas~ el' Assoc.\a\.\.on, Da\\as, 'te"A.a~
ing the fall and spring semest- Mrs. March Tramble, Former and Mr.Clemon Daniels, Oak-'
ers and a grade point average Professor
of
Education, land California.
of3.5.

IN THE ARMl YOU'LL
TAKE CHARGE IN
MORE WAYS THAN ONl
Th.·rt·\ ,111 .1,kbl ,l111wn,1, ,11 t,, km~ ,\ nur"-' 111 rlw .-\nm . 1~1u'II
h,l\ l' 111(ft'.\x',I re,,,, >11>1ril1tlt', . :\nJ ,, 1u'II t·n1, l\ tlw fl'>J'l'([ .m.l
J'fl',tl~t· chat (,>mt· 11.ttur.1lh c., l't·,,pk· 1dh> ,cnt· ·" ,>t!Kcr~ m tht·
.-\nm \tir,t· C, 1rr,.
,;,ur,1rm1,111 ,lllll (t>lm>l'I
will l't' .Kt11 l'il' "'u~hc .mJ li~tt'nt·,l r, '· , ; lll 'II h,I\ l' l 'rl'l lftlllll(ll'' t, >J'Lldl(l' nur,m~ Ill ,1
\ ,m,·t, ,,1 t·1111r,111mcnt,. tr,,m
h1~h •tt·(h llllllt.lfl h,"ru ,11, r,,
\ l:\~H tm1r,. 111 rlw L·111c,·.I
~(.l[t'> \ If l l\ l'fX'.b.
.-\nm \ur-111~ l'r,111,k·, ~,,,xl
J\11 .111,I l't'llt'ht,. ''l'l',>ftlllll[lt',
t,,r _.,,m111u111~ ,·,lul',Hl,•11111 ,,,ur
,h,>,t'll 'J't'll,11[\ , 't'll1,>r1t1 th.It
l\\l>lt'' 111th \\>u 11ht·n 1,,u .l,,.
.m,l 1,,I, ,'\J't'n,·ntt· ,,,u , .m't put ,1 J'rl(t' c.1~ ,111.
111,u ,, t'f till' -\nm \ur"-' l \ '11" ,litkrl'll(t' Tilk t, 1 .111 .-\nm
\ur"-' Rt·t fllltt'r r, xl.11 .
NU111<! R.eccrultin, Station
6900 Fannin Street, Su.itc 660
Hou•ton, Tena 77030-3805

A lifetime resident of Waller
County, Rev. Walter Pendleton is a
graduate of Sam Schwartz High School
in Hempstead, Texas. A Prairie View
A&M Alumni, he holds a Bachelor's
and a Master's degree in Theology and
is presently the pastor of New
Jerusalem Church in downtown
Hempstead, Texas.
Rev. Pendleton is married to Alice Pendleton, a graduate of Prairie View

A&M and Rice Universitiy. He is the great grandson of Rev. G.W. Wyatt, one
of the original founders of Prairie View A&M University. The first black
legislator of Texas in this area from 1868-1900, Wyatt's picture still appears in
the state capitol until this day. Rev. Wyatt also founded the First Baptist
Church in Prairie View, Texas, which is presently known as Wyatt Chapel
Baptist Church.
Rev. Pendleton believes that equal opportunity should mean equal hiring
practices, and if he i;; elected, he plans to correct this ongoing problem that
exist in the Waller County Courthouse. With his campaign motto "Under fire
But Equal Hire, Do The Right Thing", he believes that this is a season for
change. Help make this change by voting for Rev. Walter (Pete) Pendleton for
Waller County Clerk on Tuesday, March 13, 1990. You may vote absentee
from February 21-March 9, 1990. Your vote and support will be appreciated .

ELECT
WALTER(PETE)PENDLETON
WALLER COUNTY CLERK
"UNDER FIRE BUT EQUAL HIRE,

DO THE RIGHT THING"

(713) 799-11025

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

Pd. Pol. Adv. Pendleton Campaign
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Mandela was set free, but what about PV
My 'View
by Kevin Lyons
Editor-in-Chief

After

27 years, Nelson Mandela is finally a free
man. How ironic that during
Black History Month, one of
South Africa's most famous
prisoners was released after
being incarcerated since
August 1962. What did that
mean for Prairie View A&M

University? Shortly after his
release, students, faculty, staff,
and community leaders marched from the flagpoles to the
Abner Davis memorial statue.
They then watched as members of the African Student
Association sang and gave
speeches on behalf of Mandela's release.
"We celebrate the release of
Nelson Mandela for the same
reason that we celebrate the
birthday of Martin Luther
King, Jr. - the need to be free.
The bottom line is that the fight
is not over," stated President
Becton.
President Becton could not

have said it any better... the
fight is far from over. We as
Blacks are still going to have to
work hard if we want anything
out of life. Yes, Prairie View
did make Black History last
month. The various celebrations and events held around
the university bonded Blacks,
as well as the whole school
together. But my question is
this: Why do we have to wait
until Black History Month to
celebrate ourselves? If we do
not recognize ourselves as a
race, then no other race will.
I think that a lot of people
feel the struggle for equality in
a social and economical sense

Lett.er to the Editor

globe. That may be true, but
anytime a Black person who
has the same, or better qualities than the next applicant for
a job, and that Black is not
hired you are talking about
discrimination. Just because
the Ku Klux Klan is not as
active as they were 20 or 30
years ago doesn't mean that
there is not a KKK member as
president of some major corporation.
Before total freedom, Blacks
are going to have to work a
little harder. But first we have
to learn to love ourselves
because no one else will.
Think about it!

A Vote For

By Valda Comba-Jordan
Guest Editoral

of legal battles fought and won,
not on behalf of the students at
Prairie View A&M University,
While election time in Wall- but on the behalf of the citizens
er County has always been a of Waller County. It is not
strange time, this election important that you are still
stands out as an embarassing perceived, by some in Waller
example of the lengths to County as outsiders. What is
which people are willing to go important is that you are a part
to obtain or maintain political of this democratic society, and
office. It seems that, in order to your vote is every bit as importbecome informed voters, we ant as that of any other citizen.
must sort through a dizzying
In spite of what is said about
array of personal attacks, mis- African American voters, we
representations of fact and out- do not vote based on skin color,
right lies. It becomes even we vote on the issues and the
more difficult to separate fact integrity of each candidate. I
from fiction when candidates say it is immoral and unethical
attempt to purchase votes by when any voter fails to parpaying for that which should ticpate in government of the
be freelv given.
people, for the people and by
Your right to vote in Waller the people. If life is all about
County came about as a result expression, express yourself.

is over because there is no
slavery, or any other out right
"sixties" prejudice towards
blacks. But, in effect, the struggle may never end.
Just
because we don't currently
need a Rosa Parks in order to
sit where we want that doesn't
mean the struggle is over. Just
because there have not been
any recent blatant civil rights
demonstrations where people
are gunned down with water
hoses doesn't mean the struggle is complete. Someone said
shortly after Mandela was freed that his release could mean
the beginning of the end of
racial tensions across the

HAZEL
GILLIARD
For
Waller County Treasurer
is tfie 1?jgfit Choice
'}'orrrfie 90's.

Pd. Pol. Adv. for by Ruth Smith, Treas., Box 2611, Prairie View, TX 77446

ELECT

JRMIE ELICK
DISTRICT JUDGE
155TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

He's everything a District Judge should be ·
Pd . Pol. Adv. by the Committee to Elect Jamie Elick. Charlene Wehring. Treas .. P.O. Box
803 Bellville. TX 77418

JUDGE DAN

BECK
Democrat for
155th Judicial

District Judge
(Austin, Fayette & Waller Counties)
P.O. Box 10, La Grange, TX 78945
(409) 968-8491
Pd. Pol Adv • Angela F. Beck, Treasurer
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
By Anonymous Opinion

A Waller County Newspaper, The TEXAS ADVOCATE, is
attacking your right to vote.
Let me say that again, a newspaper in this county has said
that the law that allows us as
students to vote is immoral. A
law that protects your consititutional right to vote is immoral?
My friends, this university is
the largest payroll in the county. As consumers,you contribute much to the economy of
Waller County. You spend
money and pay taxes.
Winfree's, Fowler's, Price
Low, Stop & Go, Circle K, Texaco, Exxon, and Timewise;

Stockman's, Cactus Jack's,
Texas Burger, Sonic, Pizza
Hut, J.R.'s, Hartz, Mc Donalds
and even Bruno's are all businesses that would die if it was
not for the patronage of Prairie
View students. "It is immoral
for you to vote,"said Mary Levi,
publisher of the Texas Advocate.
I believe in my own competence and of the competence of
the all Prairie View students.
The Civil War ended about 125
years ago and many people
foughtanddiedformanydifferent rights; the right for Prairie
View students to vote in Waller
County.
The sad thing is that those
who favor taking your rights

away may have already won.
They may have already won
not of some great political strategy, but students have been
sitting on their behinds and not
voting. Laziness, apathy, or
any other lame excuse is not
taking an active stand for something. The Texas Advocate
didn't even have to print one
single paper, because students
have been doing it to themeselves.
It doesn't have to be like this.
The 50's, 60's and early 70's
were marked by massive
demonstrations
in which
thousands were jailed and persecuted. Fortunately, today to
take a stand you don't have to
go to jail. You don't have to

carry a protest sign and even
have to make the the Black
Power Fist! Today, take a
stand and VOTE. It's quick,
easy, and one of the basic
rights that separate you from
the majority of people in South
Africa.
Certainly, I don't want anyone to mistake the nature and
the seriousness of what I am
saying. The voices in Waller

County have been whispering
for a long time but now are
loudly telling students not to
vote. Well, I'm telling you
something in a different voice.
STAND LIKE THE LIONS OF
JUDAH and stand for your
right to vote where you live. Of
course, you're going to make a
lot of folks in this county mad,
but the P.V. students that I
know have never cared.

By: Byron Freeman

We the community of students and faculty are dead and
rotten. We have managed to maintain a Reconstruction-type
mentality concerning education. Someone is guilty. This a
fact that can't be denied, but unfortunately too often, it is. Why
are professors who have more claim to fame than just a Ph.D
leaving Prairie View. Why is this not a research as well as a
teaching university like it is supposed to be according to the
Texas constitution? Why can't this university generate
money and outside recognition from the research of its
professors? Why are the professors who try to participate in
research, are so burdened with teaching hours that they can't
think straight. Why are our scientific \aboratories so o\d tbat
By Carl Alexander
student and I'm a little older and
With so much emphasis place much of the equipment doesn't work The orgins of these
Guest Editoral
have seen more than other ladies upon popularity, it's very difficult questions are killing our community here at Prairie View and
on campus, I'm 24", she said.
to keep priorities in perspective black people as a whole.
Black students need role models. Black students can't have
A critical issue in today's sociebut with job opportunities becomMost
ladies
did
say
it's
better
to
role
models of people who haven't been successful in
ty facing young people is whether
ing tighter and tighter it's imperabe
both
popular
and
smart
but
the
competing.
The students have to see that the professors are
they should strive to be popular or
tive that we keep ourselves focusattraction
of
being
popular
far
respected
across
the country and around the world in order
smart Everyone wants attention,
ed on our goals.
outweighs
the
attraction
of
being
to
be
mentored
by
them. The students have to see that blacks
but how we go about getting it
"It's nice to have both", said
smart
can
be
highly
productive
in fields that we are studying. We
defines who we are.
Brian, but no one can really help
can't
continue
to
run
this
institution
like a little trade school
Dr. Jawanza Kanjufu, national- you here, you must have some type for black slaves. The answer to the questions above is simple
This issue hi ts at the heart of the
ly known educator and founder of of intellect Most people here are and obvious; the administration. They are backwards,
black community, with black
African American Images, asked materialist, looking just for a good jealous haters of achievement. We the students must not
unemployment higher proportionin a survey, Ifyou had the choice of time but later on they will be
ally than whites and it is a very being popular and on top for two looking for someone with a fut- allow the administration to continue to hold this institution
back. As it stands right now we are a fifth-class institution. If
important issue for us here at
years and you knew after that time ure."
you
don't believe me, ask a senior to add fractions. Take a look
Prairie View.
you might die and the choice of
at our graduates GRE scores. Prairie View has the potential
living for 50 years without ever
to leave all other black universities in the educational darkStudents were asked what being popular, most chose being
ages, but the administration doesn't know how to make this
atracts them more, someone popu- popular. This illustrates the type
university
go forward.
History
lar or smart "If I wasn't looking of problem we have.
is
Fellow
students,
it is time that we stop getting dumped on
for a relationship, I guess I would
by
the
administration.
We can't continue to lose professors
be with a guy with a fast car, flashy
th at pays an a th lete
In
a
society
your
who
publish;
we
can't
let
the administration give us labs that
clothes and popular because it 3 and 4 million for playing a game
History
are
20
years
out-dated;
we
can't continue to graduate people
wouldn't matter", said Dan- nd
25 ,000,
a
pays
teachers
only
$
PVU
who
can't
spell,
or
multiply
fractions and decimals (this
na,"but I want someone for me. the wrong message is being sent to
makes us all look bad). Revolt against these injustices
Most of these guys here didn't buy our young people. Even though
upon you by the administration.
a car themselves, their Mamma's very few people reach the level of r'.:::::---::-:-~-------1i...:....exacted
______________________
_
bought it for them."
th
thoseathletes, istypeofenviron- The United States Should Pay Black People Today Millions of
ment makes it very difficult to
One-third of the ladies survey- concentrate on studying when it
Dollars for the Enslavement of Our Ancestors
ed, however, said how a man looks almost seem no one cares and
READ WHY!
nd what he has is the number one there's no reward.
riteria for them to be attracted to
The Political, Economic, and International Law Reasons in the Book
him. There were exceptions "If ladies and people respected
($5.95)
though,"As long as he doesn't a guy getting his books more and
smell bad, looks have nothing to didn't worry about how popular
by
do with it, it's personality", Gwen he was and what he had , alot of
Dr. Imari A. Obadele, Atty. Chokwe Lumumba and Atty. Nkechi Taifa
said. "My perspective may be a guys would do better in their
P.O. Box 62622, Washington. D.C. , 20029-2622
little different, I'm a graduate books", said Sidney.

To be smart, or popular?

REPARATIONS YES!
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Letter-to-the-Editor
Holley Hall residents and staff is coming back to our campus. your cooperation is deeply ters, extension cords, faulty
are getting it together through
Van~alism in Ho_lley is at a appreciated.
appliances, and removing
cooperation. As a result of this low pomt_. I would hke to thank
Theft in Holley is also at a decorations from your walls.
As Director of Holley Hall, I cooperation, the
resident's the residents w~o report low point. Residents please do We still have a long ways to go,
a,...m___;;p~l_ea_s_e_d_t_o_a_n_n_o_u_n_c_e_t_h_at_a_tt_it_u_de_h_as_c_h_a_n.::::g_ed_an_d....:...pr_i_d_e_:_pe_o...:p_l_e_t_h_at_v_a_n_d_a_h_ze_H_o_l_le..::..:.y, not stop using the buddy sys- and your cooperation is
tern within Holley.
enhancing the process
Visitati?n is impro~ing, _but 1 would like to thank Mr.
~ome res1den~ are still brmg- Reginald Holiday,
Chair1?g young lad~es through ~he person of Holley's Political
'l/
I),
s1d~ doors _without checkmg Awareness Committee for
/12
th~ir guests_ mat the front ?~sk structuring political forums
Might I remmd you of the v1s1ta- ~0 H 11
0
tion policies, and the penalties ~
ey..
(Party with Mexican Food)
for visitation violations were
would l~ke to acknowledge
issued February 6 1990 from those candidates that helped
'J..[_aclios
the Department ~f Student support the_conc_ert last week'Tacos
Life.
end by buymg tickets so that
'Tostaaos
The residents of Holley are some stude~ts cou!d go: Dan
mum·tos
keeping the inside of Holley Beck, w~o ~s runnmg for the
·.v
.
155th District Judge, Karl N.
rr_ _
c1ean; residents, you must stop M" krt
t W
C
ty
Sopapiuu.)
throwing trash out of the win- C ic t1 z t orL a11 er d ouDnA
m if rr:rr:
· Ii ro
,
d
W
t
.
our a
aw, an
.
.vee .1 tumn
wit :veans
" J us t·ice of th e
v
s:. ~ - , . '/\
~\
thows. . e mus start keepmg GI eg h orn 1or
me, fCfii•r.i·sauce
[.
....,\
e outside of Holley clean, so P
P . t W
C
"'\.! u
Li
~ '- ~
•
our President and Vice Presi- eace_, . rec_mc 2' a11 er 0 ·
(jreen CfiifiSauce
dent of Student Affairs can Prame View Would also like
1{?friea'l3eans
stop calling us on the week- to thank the Waller County
ends about the outside trash Attorney, Valda Combs..JordSpanisli 1Qce
problems.
a~, for coming out to speak

By Adam Barnett
Guest Editorial

DI NNER SP EC IAL

)11£SrnI <gjf[Jl!f~~crr

l

Clieese Sauce

with the students.

I would truly like to thank all To all the candidates who
Com 'Breaa
of Holley Hall residents for have been here on campus to
Sp.'lnisli S tyfe 'Breaa Puaaing
coming toge th er and hel~ing to speak to the students, we thank
Ei~·: ,,chitos (Sugar Coofc.ies)
make Holley a safer res~dence you all. Good luck on election
hall._ T?ank you agam for day and we hope that you will
March 8, 1990 Alumni Hall
turning m y~ur hot pl~tes, continue to support Prairie
.__------------~----------------------toasters,
grills,
multiple View A&M University in the
electrical receptacle adap- future.

FOOD SERVICE COMMITTEE MEMBERS FOR
SPRING 1990
Mr. Frank Jackson, Director of Auxilary Services, has announced the
members of the 1989-90 Food-Service Committee. They are:
Randolph Williams, Chairman
Rosalyn Antoine
James Johnson
Chari Gregg
Christina Thomas
Estraleta Sonnier, Advertising
Juliette Hill, Represents Frank Jackson
Jacquitta Duncan
Vincent House
Charisse Galloway
Yolanda Armstrong
Elizabeth Comfort
Felicia Belyeu
Michelle Bragg
Rachael Gittens
The goal of this respected Committee is Food-Service Excellence. To serve on this Committee is
both an honor and an obligation--an honor to serve, and participate in making our Food Service
the best, and an obligation to represent all students, to listen and follow through.
All students are encouraged to contact any Committee member to offer suggestions and ideas.
Your Committee plans specials, menu selection, choice, and frequency. The Committee meets
weekly for your benefit.
Congratulations to this year's Committee members!

Everyone should go out
and vote at the polls
By Tracie Woodson
Newsweek Editor

As we all know, election time
is just around the corner and
it's time for everyone to get out
and vote.
I know right now some of you
are probably saying, "I'm not
from Waller County so why
should I vote in their election,
or my vote doesn't count
anyway, or even, my candidate
will probably lose."
It's not the matter of your
voting simply because you're
interested in the election or
candidates. You should vote
simply because you have the
right to do so.
With the celebration of
Black History month recently,
coupled with the upcoming
county elections, I began to
realize that too many blacks do

not take having the right to vote
very seriously.
Those of you who have seen
"Mississippi Burning" know
about the murders of the three
young civil rights workers. Of
the three two of them were
white. Think about the reason
that these three individuals
died. They worked to establish
legal voting rights for blacks.
I must say that the two white
guys were truly brave because,
as we all know, to be white in
1965 working for a black cause
was detrimental. If you were
white fighting for a black cause
at that time then you were just
as black as the average
"Negro."
Since we as black people
sometimes seem to have a need
to express ourselves, I say
what better way than to vote.

